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WHAT IS GEOMETRIC SCALING?



GEOMETRIC SCALING AT HERA

Geometric scaling was observed at HERA.

Defining a new variable 𝞽, we can describe 
the DIS data.

With it, we do not need a separate Y and 
Q2 dependence.
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FIG. 1: Geometric Scaling in Y

for fixed coupling and
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for running coupling. γc is the solution of the implicit
equation χ(γc) = γcχ′(γc) while ξ1 = −2.338 is the first
zero of the Airy function. Y0 is an arbitrary constant
which may parameterize the unknown “non-universal”
preasymptotic contributions, depending on the initial
conditions.
The questions we want to ask deal with the confronta-

tion between the empirical formula (2) with the asymp-
totic predictions for the saturation scale (3,4). They may
be expressed as follows

• Is geometric scaling, demonstrated for log(Q2
s) ∼ Y

in agreement with the leading term in (3), remains
valid for log(Q2

s) ∼ Y 1/2 as suggested by (4)?

• Are the theoretical factors and subasymptotic
terms given in Eqs.(3,4) visible in the data?

• Are NLL effects in the theoretical predictions phe-
nomenologically important?

• What is the role of “non-universal” terms?

2. We focus our analysis on the measurements of the
γ∗p cross-section σγ∗p = (4π2αe/Q2)F2 for which geo-
metric scaling is predicted. The latter being valid at
high-energy, we shall restrict ourselves to x ≤ 0.01 for all
values of Q2. Within that range, we shall use all avail-
able data (404 points from E665 [15], H1 [16], NMC [17]
and ZEUS [18]).

In order to get a quantitative answer, we shall intro-
duce an “estimator” or quality factor (QF) for determin-
ing the scaling quality, whose working definition is the
following. Given a set of points (xi, yi, fi ≡ f(xi, yi))
and a parametric scaling law τ(x, y;λ), we want to deter-
mine if for some values of λ, f(x, y) can be considered a
function of τ only. To achieve this we define a QF which
is large when the points (τi = τ(xi, yi;λ), fi) “lies on a
unique curve”. To quantify this still ill-defined concept,
we shall first rescale the set (τi, fi) into (ui, vi) such that
0 ≤ ui, vi ≤ 1 and assume that the ui’s are ordered. We
then introduce

Q(λ) =

%

&

i

(vi − vi−1)2

(ui − ui−1)2 + ε2

'−1

. (5)

This definition for the quality factor obviously achieves
what we want: when two successive points are close in
u and far in v, we expect them “not to lie on the same
curve” and, indeed, they give a large contribution to the
sum in (5), leading to a small quality factor. The con-
stant ε2 in (5) is a small number (we have taken ε = 1/n
with n being the number of data points) which prevents
the sum from becoming infinite when two points have the
same value for u. Finally, by studying the dependence on
λ of Q (as we shall see, it usually shows a Gaussian peak)
we can determine the best choice for the parameter in the
scaling function τ and its uncertainty.
3. In order to answer the first question concerning the

compared validity of geometric scaling in Y vs.
√
Y , we

performed the QF analysis in both cases. In Fig.1, we
show the data and QF for the usual geometric scaling
definition with Y. In Fig.1-(b), is displayed the data plot
with scale redefinition. The quality of scaling on this plot
can be read from Fig.1-(a), where the scatter plot of the
QF is displayed together with a Gaussian fit of the peak.
As obvious from Fig.1-(b), the peak value larger than 0.1
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Using all available data on the deep-inelastic cross-sections at HERA at x ≤ 10−2, we look for
geometric scaling of the form σγ∗p(τ ) where the scaling variable τ behaves alternatively like logQ2−
λY, as in the original definition, or logQ2−λ

√
Y , which is suggested by the asymptotic properties of

the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation with running QCD coupling constant. A “Quality Factor”
(QF) is defined, quantifying the phenomenological validity of the scaling and the uncertainty on the
intercept λ. Both choices have a good QF, showing that the second choice is as valid as the first
one, predicted for fixed coupling constant. A comparison between the QCD asymptotic predictions
and data is made and the QF analysis shows that the agreement can be reached, provided going
beyond leading logarithmic accuracy for the BK equation.

1. Geometric scaling [1] is a remarkable empirical
property verified by the data on the high-energy deep-
inelastic scattering (DIS) cross-sections σγ∗p. It has been
realized that one can represent with reasonable accuracy
the cross-section by the formula

σγ∗p(Y,Q) = σγ∗p

!

Q2

Q2
s(Y )

"

, (1)

where Q is the virtuality of the photon, Y the total rapid-
ity in the γ∗-proton system and Q2

s ∝ eλY an increasing
function of Y . The value found for λ ∼ 0.3 has been con-
firmed by the well-known Golec-Biernat and Wüsthoff
model [2] where geometric scaling has been explicitly as-
sumed in the parametrisation.
The property (1), also observed in DIS on nucleus [3]

and diffractive processes [4], has been intimately related
[5] to the concept of saturation [6], i.e. the behaviour
of perturbative QCD amplitudes when the density of
partons becomes high enough to exercise the unitarity
bound. Indeed, there has been many theoretical argu-
ments to infer that in a Y,Q2 domain where saturation
effects set in, geometric scaling is expected to occur.
Within this framework, the function Qs(Y ) can be called
the saturation scale, since it delineates the approximate
upper bound of the saturation domain.
Following a theoretical approach, it has been possible

to derive the property (1) from the nonlinear Balitsky-
Kovchegov (BK) equation which represents the “mean-
field” approximation of the evolution equation for high
energy (high density) QCD amplitudes. This equation
is supposed to capture essential features of saturation
effects. In the 1-dimensional approximation it reads for
the density of gluons with transverse momenta k in some
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target [7]

∂Y N (L, Y ) = ᾱ χ(−∂L)N (L, Y )− ᾱN 2(L, Y ), (2)

where L = log(k2/k20), with k20 being an arbitrary con-
stant. In Eq.(2), the coupling constant will be con-
sidered alternatively in the following as fixed (we shall
use ᾱ = 0.15), or running such that ᾱ(L) = 1/bL , b =
(11Nc−2Nf)/12Nc. The kernel will also be either taken
with leading logarithm (LL) accuracy [8], as χ(γ) =
2ψ(1)−ψ(γ)−ψ(1−γ) , or at next-to-leading logarithm
(NLL) accuracy (see e.g. [9, 10, 11]).

The key ingredient to theoretically prove geometric
scaling of the asymptotic solutions of the nonlinear equa-
tion (2) is the travelling wave method [12]. Indeed, the
BK equation admits solutions in the form of travelling
waves N (L−υgᾱY ). L has the interpretation of a space
variable while t= ᾱY , interpreted as time, is an increas-
ing function of rapidity Y. υg is the critical velocity of
the wave, defined in this case as the minimum of the
phase velocity. The travelling-wave solution for the quan-
tity N can be easily translated to the property (2) (at
least assuming negligible quark masses) since it yields
N (k2/Q2

s(Y )). Hence the asymptotic travelling-wave so-
lutions of the BK equation satisfy geometric scaling (up
to subdominant scaling violations which we will not anal-
yse in the present work). Similar results can be obtained
[13, 14] from an approximation of the linear equation
with absorptive boundary conditions. The main theoret-
ical results for the asymptotic saturation scale are the
following:

logQ2
s = ᾱ

χ(γc)

γc
(Y − Y0)−

3

2γc
log(Y − Y0)

− 3

γ2c

#

2π

ᾱχ′′(γc)

1
$

(Y + Y0)
+ ... , (3)
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to derive the property (1) from the nonlinear Balitsky-
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The key ingredient to theoretically prove geometric
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tion (2) is the travelling wave method [12]. Indeed, the
BK equation admits solutions in the form of travelling
waves N (L−υgᾱY ). L has the interpretation of a space
variable while t= ᾱY , interpreted as time, is an increas-
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lutions of the BK equation satisfy geometric scaling (up
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yse in the present work). Similar results can be obtained
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GEOMETRIC SCALING AT BK

Geometric scaling of the BK solution means, that its shape does not change with 
evolution. It only shifts towards higher values of r.
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GEOMETRIC SCALING AT BK

Geometric scaling of the BK solution means, that its shape does not change with 
evolution. It only shifts towards higher values of r.

Mathematically, this relates to the fact, that the b-independent scattering amplitude N
now depends only on one variable rQs(Y) instead of two separate r and Y.

N(r,Y) ~ N(rQs(Y))

Following the convention of the paper discussed in this talk, we will define variable 
T(r,b,Y), which is the scattering amplitude weighted with the protons area.

Then we can write for the case of zero 
momentum transfer.

5

4

III. GEOMETRIC SCALING AT NON-ZERO MOMENTUM TRANSFER

We have expressed the exclusive vector-meson production cross-sections (6) in the high-energy limit in terms of
the Fourier-transformed dipole scattering amplitude off the proton T̃ (r,q;Y ). Its evolution towards large values of
Y is computable from perturbative QCD and the most important result about the growth of the dipole amplitude
towards the saturation regime is probably the geometric scaling regime. It first appeared in the context of the proton
structure function, which involves the dipole scattering amplitude at zero momentum transfer. At small values of x,
instead of being a function of a priori the two variables r = |r| and Y, the dipole scattering amplitude is actually a
function of the single variable r2Q2

s(Y ) up to inverse dipole sizes significantly larger than the saturation scale Qs(Y ).
More precisely, one can write

T̃ (r,q = 0;Y ) = 2πR2
p N(r2Q2

s(Y )) , (8)

implying (for massless quarks) the geometric scaling of the total cross-section at small x : σγ∗p→X
tot (Y,Q2) =

σγ∗p→X
tot (τ = Q2/Q2

s(Y )). This has been confirmed by experimental data [1] (see also [2] for the geometric scaling
of the diffractive and elastic vector-meson production cross-sections) with Q2

s(Y ) = Q2
0e

λY , and the parameters
λ∼0.3 and Q0∼0.1 GeV.
As explained in the Introduction, it has been shown in a recent work [10, 11] that the geometric scaling property

can be extended to the case of non zero momentum transfer, provided r|q| ≪ 1. We obtained that equation (8) can
be generalised to

T̃ (r,q;Y ) = 2πR2
p f(q)N(r2Q2

s(Y,q)) , (9)

with the asymptotic behaviours Q2
s(Y,q) ∼ max(Q2

0,q
2) exp(λY ) and an unknown form factor f(q) of non-

perturbative origin.
In practice, we need to specify three ingredients:

• The q dependence of the saturation momentum is parametrised as

Q2
s(Y,q) = Q2

0(1 + cq2) eλY (10)

in order to interpolate smoothly between the small and intermediate transfer regions.

• The form factor f(q) catches the transfer dependence of the proton vertex. It has to be noticed that this form
factor is factorised from the projectile vertices and thus does not spoil the geometric scaling properties. For
simplicity, we use f(q) = exp(−Bq2).

• The scaling function N is obtained from the forward saturation model [13, 18]:

N(rQs(Y ), Y ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

N0

(

r2Q2

s
(Y )

4

)γc

exp
[

− ln2(r2Q2

s
(Y )/4)

2κλY

]

for r2Q2
s(Y ) ≤ 4

1− e−α ln2(βr2Q2

s
(Y )) for r2Q2

s(Y ) > 4

(11)

with α and β uniquely determined from the conditions that N and its derivative are continuous at r2Q2
s(x)=4.

The amplitude at the matching point is chosen to be N0 = 0.7.

In this work, we shall consider the same form for the forward amplitude as in the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM)
saturation model [18] but in its version extended in [13] to include heavy quarks (with mc = 1.4 GeV, mb =
4.5 GeV, and mf = 0.14 GeV for the light flavors). The coefficient κ=9.9 is obtained from the BFKL kernel
while the critical exponent γc =0.7376 is fitted to the HERA measurements of the proton structure function,
along with the remaining parameters. The saturation scale parameters are λ=0.2197 and Q0=0.298 GeV and
the proton radius is Rp=3.34 GeV−1. Note that, after including heavy quark contributions, the saturation scale
stays above 1 GeV for x=10−5, rather than dropping to about 500 MeV as is the case in other studies (see the
discussion in [13]). This parametrization is also successful in describing inclusive diffraction data [19].

The last factor in the expression for small dipole sizes introduces geometric scaling violations, important when Y
is not large enough, as predicted by the high-energy QCD evolution. It controls the way how geometric scaling is
approached. Indeed, it can be neglected for log(r2Q2

s/4) <
√
2κλY , meaning that the geometric scaling window

extends like
√
Y above the saturation scale (in logarithmic units).



HOW TO COMPUTE VECTOR MESON 
CROSS PRODUCTION WITH BK?



VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION

Vector meson production in the dipole model approach looks as

7

2

z

1−z
r

Q2 ρ,φ, J/ψ,γ

t = −q
2

p p − q

FIG. 1: Vector-particle production in the dipole frame. The amplitude factorises as a product of vertex functions and elastic
dipole-proton interaction amplitude (see formula (3)).

of impact parameter. The remarkable point [10] is that the travelling-wave analysis of the BK equation can be better
achieved in momentum space, by Fourier transforming T (r,b;Y ) into T̃ (r,q;Y ) where q is the momentum transfer.
From the knowledge of the exact solutions of the BFKL equation at non-zero momentum transfer [12], the travelling-
wave property has been extended [10] (for large Q):

• at small momentum transfer, i.e. when |r||q| < |r|Q0 < |r|Q ∼ 1, one has asymptotically T̃ (r,q;Y ) =
T̃ (|r|Q0Ωs(Y ),q), recovering the forward result;

• at intermediate, semi-hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r||q| < |r|Q∼ 1, one has asymptotically
T̃ (r,q;Y )= T̃ (|r||q|Ωs(Y ),q);

• at large, hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r|Q < |r||q|∼1, one has no more saturation, (giving an
explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS

differential cross-sections in terms of the dipole scattering amplitude T̃ (r,q;x). In section III, we briefly explain the
asymptotic travelling-wave properties of this amplitude and how they translate into geometric scaling at non zero
momentum transfer; we also introduce our QCD-inspired model for T̃ . In Section IV, we present fits to the vector-
meson production experimental data, discuss our results and present predictions for DVCS. Section V concludes.

II. EXCLUSIVE VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION IN DIS AT SMALL x

In the small−x limit, it is convenient to describe the scattering of the photon in a particular frame, called the dipole
frame, in which the virtual photon undergoes the hadronic interaction via a fluctuation into a colorless qq̄ pair, called
dipole, which then interacts with the target proton. The wavefunctions ψγ∗,λ

f,h,h̄
(z, r;Q2) describing the splitting of a

virtual photon with polarization λ=0,±1 into a dipole are well known. The indices h=±1 and h̄=±1 denote the
helicities of the quark and the antiquark composing the dipole of flavor f. The wavefunctions depend on the virtuality
Q2, the fraction z of longitudinal momentum (with respect to the γ∗−p collision axis) carried by the quark, and the
two-dimensional vector r whose modulus is the transverse size of the dipole. Explicit formulæ for the QED functions
ψγ∗,λ
f,h,h̄

can be found in the literature [14] and are recalled in Appendix A.
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of impact parameter. The remarkable point [10] is that the travelling-wave analysis of the BK equation can be better
achieved in momentum space, by Fourier transforming T (r,b;Y ) into T̃ (r,q;Y ) where q is the momentum transfer.
From the knowledge of the exact solutions of the BFKL equation at non-zero momentum transfer [12], the travelling-
wave property has been extended [10] (for large Q):

• at small momentum transfer, i.e. when |r||q| < |r|Q0 < |r|Q ∼ 1, one has asymptotically T̃ (r,q;Y ) =
T̃ (|r|Q0Ωs(Y ),q), recovering the forward result;

• at intermediate, semi-hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r||q| < |r|Q∼ 1, one has asymptotically
T̃ (r,q;Y )= T̃ (|r||q|Ωs(Y ),q);

• at large, hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r|Q < |r||q|∼1, one has no more saturation, (giving an
explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS

differential cross-sections in terms of the dipole scattering amplitude T̃ (r,q;x). In section III, we briefly explain the
asymptotic travelling-wave properties of this amplitude and how they translate into geometric scaling at non zero
momentum transfer; we also introduce our QCD-inspired model for T̃ . In Section IV, we present fits to the vector-
meson production experimental data, discuss our results and present predictions for DVCS. Section V concludes.
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of impact parameter. The remarkable point [10] is that the travelling-wave analysis of the BK equation can be better
achieved in momentum space, by Fourier transforming T (r,b;Y ) into T̃ (r,q;Y ) where q is the momentum transfer.
From the knowledge of the exact solutions of the BFKL equation at non-zero momentum transfer [12], the travelling-
wave property has been extended [10] (for large Q):

• at small momentum transfer, i.e. when |r||q| < |r|Q0 < |r|Q ∼ 1, one has asymptotically T̃ (r,q;Y ) =
T̃ (|r|Q0Ωs(Y ),q), recovering the forward result;
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T̃ (r,q;Y )= T̃ (|r||q|Ωs(Y ),q);

• at large, hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r|Q < |r||q|∼1, one has no more saturation, (giving an
explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS

differential cross-sections in terms of the dipole scattering amplitude T̃ (r,q;x). In section III, we briefly explain the
asymptotic travelling-wave properties of this amplitude and how they translate into geometric scaling at non zero
momentum transfer; we also introduce our QCD-inspired model for T̃ . In Section IV, we present fits to the vector-
meson production experimental data, discuss our results and present predictions for DVCS. Section V concludes.
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In the small−x limit, it is convenient to describe the scattering of the photon in a particular frame, called the dipole
frame, in which the virtual photon undergoes the hadronic interaction via a fluctuation into a colorless qq̄ pair, called
dipole, which then interacts with the target proton. The wavefunctions ψγ∗,λ

f,h,h̄
(z, r;Q2) describing the splitting of a

virtual photon with polarization λ=0,±1 into a dipole are well known. The indices h=±1 and h̄=±1 denote the
helicities of the quark and the antiquark composing the dipole of flavor f. The wavefunctions depend on the virtuality
Q2, the fraction z of longitudinal momentum (with respect to the γ∗−p collision axis) carried by the quark, and the
two-dimensional vector r whose modulus is the transverse size of the dipole. Explicit formulæ for the QED functions
ψγ∗,λ
f,h,h̄

can be found in the literature [14] and are recalled in Appendix A.

Scattering amplitude of the dipole of the target proton.
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• at large, hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r|Q < |r||q|∼1, one has no more saturation, (giving an
explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS

differential cross-sections in terms of the dipole scattering amplitude T̃ (r,q;x). In section III, we briefly explain the
asymptotic travelling-wave properties of this amplitude and how they translate into geometric scaling at non zero
momentum transfer; we also introduce our QCD-inspired model for T̃ . In Section IV, we present fits to the vector-
meson production experimental data, discuss our results and present predictions for DVCS. Section V concludes.

II. EXCLUSIVE VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION IN DIS AT SMALL x

In the small−x limit, it is convenient to describe the scattering of the photon in a particular frame, called the dipole
frame, in which the virtual photon undergoes the hadronic interaction via a fluctuation into a colorless qq̄ pair, called
dipole, which then interacts with the target proton. The wavefunctions ψγ∗,λ
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(z, r;Q2) describing the splitting of a

virtual photon with polarization λ=0,±1 into a dipole are well known. The indices h=±1 and h̄=±1 denote the
helicities of the quark and the antiquark composing the dipole of flavor f. The wavefunctions depend on the virtuality
Q2, the fraction z of longitudinal momentum (with respect to the γ∗−p collision axis) carried by the quark, and the
two-dimensional vector r whose modulus is the transverse size of the dipole. Explicit formulæ for the QED functions
ψγ∗,λ
f,h,h̄

can be found in the literature [14] and are recalled in Appendix A.

Vector meson wave function to account for the outgoing state.
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APPENDIX A: PHOTON AND VECTOR-MESON WAVEFUNCTIONS

For the self-consistency of the paper, let us give the expressions for the overlap functions we have used in (6) for
the different processes. According to equation (1), they are the product of a wavefunction for the splitting γ∗ → qq̄
and a factor accounting for the production of the final state qq̄ → γ∗, γ, V , appropriately summed over the helicity
and flavor indices.
When the final state is a photon (real or virtual), all vertices can be computed from perturbative QED at lowest

order in the electromagnetic coupling. The results are
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[z2 + (1− z)2]Q̄fK1(rQ̄f )mfK1(rmf ) +m2
fK0(rQ̄f )K0(rmf )

#

,

where ef and mf denote the charge and mass of the quark with flavor f and with Q̄2
f = z(1− z)Q2+m2

f . In practice,
we sum over five flavors.
When the final state is a vector meson, the light-cone wavefunctions are usually parametrised in terms of an

additional unknown vertex function for which there exists different models. The expressions to be used in (6) are
then (for a vector-meson V)

Φγ∗V
L (z, r, Q2) = êf

$

αe

4π
Nc 2QK0(rQ̄f )
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fK0(rQ̄f )φT (r, z)− [z2 + (1 − z)2]Q̄fK1(rQ̄f )∂rφT (r, z)

#

,

where the constant êf stands for an effective charge. It is given in table III along with the quark and meson masses
used. Those expressions are very similar to the ones use for photons except for the function φL,T that is related to
the vertex function and depends on the model. The first choice we have investigated is the boosted Gaussian (BG)
wavefunctions which is a simplified version of the Nemchik, Nikolaev, Predazzi and Zakharov model [15] with δ = 1
and

φL,T = NL,T exp

%

−
m2

fR
2

8z(1− z)
+

m2
fR

2

2
−

2z(1− z)r2
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.

The parameters R and NL,T are constrained by unitarity of the wavefuntion as well as by the electronic decay widths.
They are given in table III.
An alternative solution is the light-cone Gauss (LCG) wavefunction [17]. For those, we take δ = 0 and

φL = NL exp
'

−r2/(2R2
L)
(

,

φT = NT z(1− z) exp
'

−r2/(2R2
T )
(

,

with the parameters also given in table III.

common parameters BG parameters LCG parameters

Vector-meson MV (GeV) mf (GeV) êf R2 (GeV−2) NL NT R2
L (GeV−2) R2

T (GeV−2) NL NT

ρ 0.776 0.14 1/
√
2 12.9 0.853 0.911 10.4 21.0 1.79 4.47

φ 1.019 0.14 1/3 11.2 0.825 0.919 9.7 16.0 1.41 4.75

J/Ψ 3.097 1.4 2/3 2.3 0.575 0.578 3.0 6.5 0.83 1.23

TABLE III: Parameters for the vector-meson light-cone wavefunctions.
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VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION

BK equation in impact parameter independent frame can give us the scattering 
amplitude N(r,Y).

How to put it all together? 

How do we compute the scattering amplitude for a finite momentum transfer?
(e.q. b-dependent)
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FIG. 1: Vector-particle production in the dipole frame. The amplitude factorises as a product of vertex functions and elastic
dipole-proton interaction amplitude (see formula (3)).

of impact parameter. The remarkable point [10] is that the travelling-wave analysis of the BK equation can be better
achieved in momentum space, by Fourier transforming T (r,b;Y ) into T̃ (r,q;Y ) where q is the momentum transfer.
From the knowledge of the exact solutions of the BFKL equation at non-zero momentum transfer [12], the travelling-
wave property has been extended [10] (for large Q):

• at small momentum transfer, i.e. when |r||q| < |r|Q0 < |r|Q ∼ 1, one has asymptotically T̃ (r,q;Y ) =
T̃ (|r|Q0Ωs(Y ),q), recovering the forward result;

• at intermediate, semi-hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r||q| < |r|Q∼ 1, one has asymptotically
T̃ (r,q;Y )= T̃ (|r||q|Ωs(Y ),q);

• at large, hard, momentum transfer, i.e. when |r|Q0 < |r|Q < |r||q|∼1, one has no more saturation, (giving an
explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
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We can see, that the 
variables q and b are linked 
via the Fourier transform.
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FIG. 1: Vector-particle production in the dipole frame. The amplitude factorises as a product of vertex functions and elastic
dipole-proton interaction amplitude (see formula (3)).

of impact parameter. The remarkable point [10] is that the travelling-wave analysis of the BK equation can be better
achieved in momentum space, by Fourier transforming T (r,b;Y ) into T̃ (r,q;Y ) where q is the momentum transfer.
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explanation of the impact-parameter puzzle).

This introduces a q-dependent saturation momentum in the near-forward and intermediate transfer region with a
rapidity evolution Ωs(Y ) keeping the same form as in the forward case. Those predictions were confirmed both by
analytical and numerical analysis of the BK equation completely formulated in momentum space [11].
Our purpose here is to investigate an interesting phenomenological prediction from these results: the geometric

scaling property should manifest itself in exclusive vector meson production and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS
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We have expressed the exclusive vector-meson production cross-sections (6) in the high-energy limit in terms of
the Fourier-transformed dipole scattering amplitude off the proton T̃ (r,q;Y ). Its evolution towards large values of
Y is computable from perturbative QCD and the most important result about the growth of the dipole amplitude
towards the saturation regime is probably the geometric scaling regime. It first appeared in the context of the proton
structure function, which involves the dipole scattering amplitude at zero momentum transfer. At small values of x,
instead of being a function of a priori the two variables r = |r| and Y, the dipole scattering amplitude is actually a
function of the single variable r2Q2

s(Y ) up to inverse dipole sizes significantly larger than the saturation scale Qs(Y ).
More precisely, one can write

T̃ (r,q = 0;Y ) = 2πR2
p N(r2Q2

s(Y )) , (8)

implying (for massless quarks) the geometric scaling of the total cross-section at small x : σγ∗p→X
tot (Y,Q2) =

σγ∗p→X
tot (τ = Q2/Q2

s(Y )). This has been confirmed by experimental data [1] (see also [2] for the geometric scaling
of the diffractive and elastic vector-meson production cross-sections) with Q2

s(Y ) = Q2
0e

λY , and the parameters
λ∼0.3 and Q0∼0.1 GeV.
As explained in the Introduction, it has been shown in a recent work [10, 11] that the geometric scaling property

can be extended to the case of non zero momentum transfer, provided r|q| ≪ 1. We obtained that equation (8) can
be generalised to

T̃ (r,q;Y ) = 2πR2
p f(q)N(r2Q2

s(Y,q)) , (9)

with the asymptotic behaviours Q2
s(Y,q) ∼ max(Q2

0,q
2) exp(λY ) and an unknown form factor f(q) of non-

perturbative origin.
In practice, we need to specify three ingredients:

• The q dependence of the saturation momentum is parametrised as

Q2
s(Y,q) = Q2

0(1 + cq2) eλY (10)

in order to interpolate smoothly between the small and intermediate transfer regions.

• The form factor f(q) catches the transfer dependence of the proton vertex. It has to be noticed that this form
factor is factorised from the projectile vertices and thus does not spoil the geometric scaling properties. For
simplicity, we use f(q) = exp(−Bq2).

• The scaling function N is obtained from the forward saturation model [13, 18]:

N(rQs(Y ), Y ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪
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N0
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s
(Y )
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]

for r2Q2
s(Y ) ≤ 4

1− e−α ln2(βr2Q2

s
(Y )) for r2Q2

s(Y ) > 4

(11)

with α and β uniquely determined from the conditions that N and its derivative are continuous at r2Q2
s(x)=4.

The amplitude at the matching point is chosen to be N0 = 0.7.

In this work, we shall consider the same form for the forward amplitude as in the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM)
saturation model [18] but in its version extended in [13] to include heavy quarks (with mc = 1.4 GeV, mb =
4.5 GeV, and mf = 0.14 GeV for the light flavors). The coefficient κ=9.9 is obtained from the BFKL kernel
while the critical exponent γc =0.7376 is fitted to the HERA measurements of the proton structure function,
along with the remaining parameters. The saturation scale parameters are λ=0.2197 and Q0=0.298 GeV and
the proton radius is Rp=3.34 GeV−1. Note that, after including heavy quark contributions, the saturation scale
stays above 1 GeV for x=10−5, rather than dropping to about 500 MeV as is the case in other studies (see the
discussion in [13]). This parametrization is also successful in describing inclusive diffraction data [19].

The last factor in the expression for small dipole sizes introduces geometric scaling violations, important when Y
is not large enough, as predicted by the high-energy QCD evolution. It controls the way how geometric scaling is
approached. Indeed, it can be neglected for log(r2Q2

s/4) <
√
2κλY , meaning that the geometric scaling window

extends like
√
Y above the saturation scale (in logarithmic units).

Now we make it dependent 
on transferred momentum.
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(DVCS), which are experimentally measured at moderate non-zero momentum transfer t = −q2. In this paper, we
analyse whether or not the available data from HERA are sensitive to a t−dependent saturation scale. To do this, we
use a QCD-inspired saturation model for the dipole amplitude T̃ (r,q;Y ). Since it is important to include the charm
in the analysis, both for its impact on DVCS, non-charmed mesons and also J/Ψ production, we make use of a recent
saturation model that successfully includes charm [13]. Note that our parametrisation, which uses the momentum
transfer q instead of the impact parameter b as suggested by this derivation of saturation effects in perturbative
QCD, provides a fruitful phenomenological framework since the data are directly measured as a function of t = −q2.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section II, we recall the formulation of vector meson production and DVCS

differential cross-sections in terms of the dipole scattering amplitude T̃ (r,q;x). In section III, we briefly explain the
asymptotic travelling-wave properties of this amplitude and how they translate into geometric scaling at non zero
momentum transfer; we also introduce our QCD-inspired model for T̃ . In Section IV, we present fits to the vector-
meson production experimental data, discuss our results and present predictions for DVCS. Section V concludes.
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two-dimensional vector r whose modulus is the transverse size of the dipole. Explicit formulæ for the QED functions
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the Fourier-transformed dipole scattering amplitude off the proton T̃ (r,q;Y ). Its evolution towards large values of
Y is computable from perturbative QCD and the most important result about the growth of the dipole amplitude
towards the saturation regime is probably the geometric scaling regime. It first appeared in the context of the proton
structure function, which involves the dipole scattering amplitude at zero momentum transfer. At small values of x,
instead of being a function of a priori the two variables r = |r| and Y, the dipole scattering amplitude is actually a
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of the diffractive and elastic vector-meson production cross-sections) with Q2
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be generalised to
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• The q dependence of the saturation momentum is parametrised as
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in order to interpolate smoothly between the small and intermediate transfer regions.

• The form factor f(q) catches the transfer dependence of the proton vertex. It has to be noticed that this form
factor is factorised from the projectile vertices and thus does not spoil the geometric scaling properties. For
simplicity, we use f(q) = exp(−Bq2).

• The scaling function N is obtained from the forward saturation model [13, 18]:
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with α and β uniquely determined from the conditions that N and its derivative are continuous at r2Q2
s(x)=4.

The amplitude at the matching point is chosen to be N0 = 0.7.

In this work, we shall consider the same form for the forward amplitude as in the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM)
saturation model [18] but in its version extended in [13] to include heavy quarks (with mc = 1.4 GeV, mb =
4.5 GeV, and mf = 0.14 GeV for the light flavors). The coefficient κ=9.9 is obtained from the BFKL kernel
while the critical exponent γc =0.7376 is fitted to the HERA measurements of the proton structure function,
along with the remaining parameters. The saturation scale parameters are λ=0.2197 and Q0=0.298 GeV and
the proton radius is Rp=3.34 GeV−1. Note that, after including heavy quark contributions, the saturation scale
stays above 1 GeV for x=10−5, rather than dropping to about 500 MeV as is the case in other studies (see the
discussion in [13]). This parametrization is also successful in describing inclusive diffraction data [19].

The last factor in the expression for small dipole sizes introduces geometric scaling violations, important when Y
is not large enough, as predicted by the high-energy QCD evolution. It controls the way how geometric scaling is
approached. Indeed, it can be neglected for log(r2Q2
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λY , and the parameters
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can be extended to the case of non zero momentum transfer, provided r|q| ≪ 1. We obtained that equation (8) can
be generalised to
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s(Y,q) = Q2

0(1 + cq2) eλY (10)

in order to interpolate smoothly between the small and intermediate transfer regions.

• The form factor f(q) catches the transfer dependence of the proton vertex. It has to be noticed that this form
factor is factorised from the projectile vertices and thus does not spoil the geometric scaling properties. For
simplicity, we use f(q) = exp(−Bq2).

• The scaling function N is obtained from the forward saturation model [13, 18]:
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with α and β uniquely determined from the conditions that N and its derivative are continuous at r2Q2
s(x)=4.

The amplitude at the matching point is chosen to be N0 = 0.7.

In this work, we shall consider the same form for the forward amplitude as in the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM)
saturation model [18] but in its version extended in [13] to include heavy quarks (with mc = 1.4 GeV, mb =
4.5 GeV, and mf = 0.14 GeV for the light flavors). The coefficient κ=9.9 is obtained from the BFKL kernel
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The last factor in the expression for small dipole sizes introduces geometric scaling violations, important when Y
is not large enough, as predicted by the high-energy QCD evolution. It controls the way how geometric scaling is
approached. Indeed, it can be neglected for log(r2Q2

s/4) <
√
2κλY , meaning that the geometric scaling window

extends like
√
Y above the saturation scale (in logarithmic units).
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Lets go through all the ingredients for the scattering amplitude.
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Y is computable from perturbative QCD and the most important result about the growth of the dipole amplitude
towards the saturation regime is probably the geometric scaling regime. It first appeared in the context of the proton
structure function, which involves the dipole scattering amplitude at zero momentum transfer. At small values of x,
instead of being a function of a priori the two variables r = |r| and Y, the dipole scattering amplitude is actually a
function of the single variable r2Q2

s(Y ) up to inverse dipole sizes significantly larger than the saturation scale Qs(Y ).
More precisely, one can write

T̃ (r,q = 0;Y ) = 2πR2
p N(r2Q2

s(Y )) , (8)

implying (for massless quarks) the geometric scaling of the total cross-section at small x : σγ∗p→X
tot (Y,Q2) =

σγ∗p→X
tot (τ = Q2/Q2

s(Y )). This has been confirmed by experimental data [1] (see also [2] for the geometric scaling
of the diffractive and elastic vector-meson production cross-sections) with Q2

s(Y ) = Q2
0e

λY , and the parameters
λ∼0.3 and Q0∼0.1 GeV.
As explained in the Introduction, it has been shown in a recent work [10, 11] that the geometric scaling property

can be extended to the case of non zero momentum transfer, provided r|q| ≪ 1. We obtained that equation (8) can
be generalised to

T̃ (r,q;Y ) = 2πR2
p f(q)N(r2Q2

s(Y,q)) , (9)

with the asymptotic behaviours Q2
s(Y,q) ∼ max(Q2

0,q
2) exp(λY ) and an unknown form factor f(q) of non-

perturbative origin.
In practice, we need to specify three ingredients:

• The q dependence of the saturation momentum is parametrised as

Q2
s(Y,q) = Q2

0(1 + cq2) eλY (10)

in order to interpolate smoothly between the small and intermediate transfer regions.

• The form factor f(q) catches the transfer dependence of the proton vertex. It has to be noticed that this form
factor is factorised from the projectile vertices and thus does not spoil the geometric scaling properties. For
simplicity, we use f(q) = exp(−Bq2).

• The scaling function N is obtained from the forward saturation model [13, 18]:

N(rQs(Y ), Y ) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

N0

(

r2Q2

s
(Y )

4

)γc

exp
[

− ln2(r2Q2

s
(Y )/4)

2κλY

]

for r2Q2
s(Y ) ≤ 4

1− e−α ln2(βr2Q2

s
(Y )) for r2Q2

s(Y ) > 4

(11)

with α and β uniquely determined from the conditions that N and its derivative are continuous at r2Q2
s(x)=4.

The amplitude at the matching point is chosen to be N0 = 0.7.

In this work, we shall consider the same form for the forward amplitude as in the Iancu-Itakura-Munier (IIM)
saturation model [18] but in its version extended in [13] to include heavy quarks (with mc = 1.4 GeV, mb =
4.5 GeV, and mf = 0.14 GeV for the light flavors). The coefficient κ=9.9 is obtained from the BFKL kernel
while the critical exponent γc =0.7376 is fitted to the HERA measurements of the proton structure function,
along with the remaining parameters. The saturation scale parameters are λ=0.2197 and Q0=0.298 GeV and
the proton radius is Rp=3.34 GeV−1. Note that, after including heavy quark contributions, the saturation scale
stays above 1 GeV for x=10−5, rather than dropping to about 500 MeV as is the case in other studies (see the
discussion in [13]). This parametrization is also successful in describing inclusive diffraction data [19].

The last factor in the expression for small dipole sizes introduces geometric scaling violations, important when Y
is not large enough, as predicted by the high-energy QCD evolution. It controls the way how geometric scaling is
approached. Indeed, it can be neglected for log(r2Q2

s/4) <
√
2κλY , meaning that the geometric scaling window

extends like
√
Y above the saturation scale (in logarithmic units).
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More precisely, one can write
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tot (Y,Q2) =

σγ∗p→X
tot (τ = Q2/Q2

s(Y )). This has been confirmed by experimental data [1] (see also [2] for the geometric scaling
of the diffractive and elastic vector-meson production cross-sections) with Q2

s(Y ) = Q2
0e

λY , and the parameters
λ∼0.3 and Q0∼0.1 GeV.
As explained in the Introduction, it has been shown in a recent work [10, 11] that the geometric scaling property

can be extended to the case of non zero momentum transfer, provided r|q| ≪ 1. We obtained that equation (8) can
be generalised to
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χ2/Npts for t-dependent Qs t-independent Qs for BLB case

VM Observable Npts BG LCG BLL BLB B = constant B(Q2 +M2
V )

ρ σel 47 0.984 1.486 0.888 0.936 1.182 1.745
dσ
dt

50 1.517 1.861 1.654 1.576 2.375 1.572

φ σel 34 1.999 1.304 1.323 1.327 2.732 1.175
dσ
dt

70 1.452 1.115 1.049 0.978 1.321 0.746

J/Ψ σel 44 0.747 0.492 0.587 0.655 2.398 0.936
dσ
dt

24 2.315 2.336 2.286 2.239 2.534 2.266

Total 269 1.412 1.349 1.203 1.186 1.955 1.295

TABLE I: χ2 results of the fits to the vector-meson production data. The different wavefunctions indicated (BG, LCG, BLL,
BLB) are discussed in the text. For the best wavefunction (BLB), the χ2 values are compared with alternative models, that
feature a t−independent saturation scale.

t-dependent Qs t-independent Qs (BLB)

Parameter BG LCG BLL BLB B=const. B(Q2 +M2
V )

c (GeV−2) 4.077 ± 0.310 4.472 ± 0.325 4.258 ± 0.332 4.041 ± 0.311 - -

B (GeV−2) 3.754 ± 0.095 3.724 ± 0.093 3.708 ± 0.097 3.713 ± 0.096 2.011 ± 0.031 1.447 ± 0.043

B′ - - - - - 4.245 ± 0.325

TABLE II: Parameters obtained from the fits. The parameters of our model do not vary much when using different wavefunc-
tions. The LCG wavefunction describes better the φ meson and the BG wavefunction describes better the ρ meson. This is
why the BLL or BLB choices give better global descriptions.

C. Results

We show in Table I the χ2 corresponding to the fits of the different models presented above to the specified data. The
parameters associated with those fits are given in Table II. In both tables, successive columns show the results for our
model with t−dependent saturation scale convoluted with BG, LCG, BLL and BLB wavefunctions (we shall discuss
the wavefunctions labelled BLL and BLB in a moment), followed by the two alternative models without momentum-
transfer-dependence in the saturation scale (using BLB wavefunction). Those results show that our approach gives
good results for vector-meson production and this is confirmed by Figures 2 and 3 on which we have plotted the
curves for our fit together with the experimental data points.
It can be realized from Figs.2 and 3 that we obtain a satisfactory description of all data, considering the very small

number of free parameters. It is of particular relevance for the inclusion of charm in the analysis to obverve that the
different behaviour of the J/Ψ cross-section at fixed W from lighter vector mesons is reproduced within the same
model. Hence the predicted mass dependence (via the rapidity dependence) together with the transfer dependence
of the saturation scale seem to be both relevant in the successful description of data. Indeed, in our parametrisation,
the mass dependence is not present in the non perturbative form factor.
Some technical comments are in order:

• First we notice that the J/Ψ differential cross-section always features a bad χ2, and this is the case for all the
wavefunctions and models studied. This is probably due to a normalization discrepancy between the H1 and
ZEUS data, which are both included in the fit (in all the cases under consideration, we obtain a good description
of the ZEUS data and a rather poor description of the H1 data) . Fortunately, this concerns only a few points,
and it does not alter the global χ2 too much.

• We obtain decent fits with both the BG and LCG wavefunctions though, if we have a closer look at the partial
values of χ2, we realise that there is a significant dependence on the choice for the wavefunction. The LCG
description is significantly better for the φ meson while the BG description is better in the ρ meson case.
Globally, the LCG χ2 is slightly better than the BG one.

This inspired the following studies: using simultameously the LCG wavefunction for the φ meson and the BG
wavefunction for the ρ meson. When the LCG wavefunction is used for the J/Ψ the analysis is labeled BLL,
and when the BG one is used, it is called BLB.

These are the different values for the parameter c and B for four different 
parametrizations of the wave functions. 

They turn out to be similar to each other.

Now we have everything we need!
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Now we have scattering amplitude, how about the cross section?
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The exclusive production of vector mesons is represented in Fig.1: the photon splits into a dipole of size r which
scatters elastically off the proton, with momentum transfer q, and recombines into a vector meson whose mass we
shall denote MV . To describe this process, we need to introduce the wavefunctions ψV,λ

f,h,h̄
(z, r;M2

V ) which describe

the splitting of the vector meson with polarization λ into the dipole. In fact, to compute the vector-meson production
amplitude pictured in Fig.1, we need the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) overlap functions Φγ∗V

T =(Φγ∗V
+ +Φγ∗V

− )/2

and Φγ∗V
L =Φγ∗V

0 obtained through

Φγ∗V
λ (z, r;Q2,M2

V ) =
!

fhh̄

"

ψV,λ
f,h,h̄

(z, r;M2
V )

#∗

ψγ∗,λ
f,h,h̄

(z, r;Q2) . (1)

These functions depend on the meson wavefunctions ψV,λ
f,h,h̄

, and different models exist in the literature [15, 16, 17]. We

shall discuss two different choices later in this paper: the boosted Gaussian (BG) wavefunctions [15] and the light-cone
Gaussian (LCG) wavefunctions [17]. For completeness, we give explicit expressions for those overlap functions in
Appendix A.
If q denotes the transverse momentum transfered by the proton during the collision, the differential cross-section

with respect to t = −q2 reads

dσγ∗p→V p
T,L

dt
=

1

16π

"

1 + (β(V )
T,L)

2
#
$

$

$
Aγ∗p→V p

T,L

$

$

$

2
. (2)

In that expression, A refers to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude and is given by

Aγ∗p→V p
T,L =

%

d2x d2y

% 1

0
dz Φγ∗V

T,L (z,x−y;Q2,M2
V ) e

iq·y T (x,y;Y ) , (3)

where x and y are respectively the transverse positions of the quark and the antiquark forming the dipole. T (x,y;Y )
is the dipole-proton scattering amplitude and carries all the energy dependence via the rapidity Y which is now
obtained from the centre-of-mass energy W and the vector-meson mass MV using

Y = log

&

W 2 +Q2

M2
V +Q2

'

.

The prefactor 1 + β2 in (2) accounts for the contribution coming from the real part of the amplitude and can be
obtained using dispersion relations:

β(V )
T,L = tan

&

πλ

2

'

with λ =
∂ log(Aγ∗p→V p

T,L )

∂ log(1/x)
. (4)

It is convenient to consider the dipole-proton scattering amplitude as a function of r=x−y and b= zx+(1−z)y
and to introduce the following Fourier transform:

T̃ (r,q;Y ) =

%

d2b eiq·b T (r,b;Y ) . (5)

Indeed, as we shall discuss in the next section, this quantity features the geometric scaling property at non-zero
momentum transfer. The formula we shall use finally reads

dσγ∗p→V p
T,L

dt
=

1

16π

"

1 + (β(V )
T,L)

2
#

$

$

$

$

%

d2r

% 1

0
dz Φγ∗V

T,L (z, r;Q2,M2
V ) e

−izq·r T̃ (r,q;Y )

$

$

$

$

2

. (6)

Note that formula (6) can also be used to compute the DVCS cross-section σγ∗p→γp, provided one uses the vertex
for a real photon instead of a vector meson in (1). The overlap function between the incoming virtual photon and the
outgoing transversely-polarized real photon is now model-independent and given by

Φγ∗γ
T (z, r;Q2) =

!

fhh̄

"

ψγ∗,T
f,h,h̄

(z, r; 0)
#∗

ψγ∗,T
f,h,h̄

(z, r;Q2) . (7)
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The exclusive production of vector mesons is represented in Fig.1: the photon splits into a dipole of size r which
scatters elastically off the proton, with momentum transfer q, and recombines into a vector meson whose mass we
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f,h,h̄
(z, r;M2

V ) which describe

the splitting of the vector meson with polarization λ into the dipole. In fact, to compute the vector-meson production
amplitude pictured in Fig.1, we need the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) overlap functions Φγ∗V
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These functions depend on the meson wavefunctions ψV,λ
f,h,h̄

, and different models exist in the literature [15, 16, 17]. We

shall discuss two different choices later in this paper: the boosted Gaussian (BG) wavefunctions [15] and the light-cone
Gaussian (LCG) wavefunctions [17]. For completeness, we give explicit expressions for those overlap functions in
Appendix A.
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Note that formula (6) can also be used to compute the DVCS cross-section σγ∗p→γp, provided one uses the vertex
for a real photon instead of a vector meson in (1). The overlap function between the incoming virtual photon and the
outgoing transversely-polarized real photon is now model-independent and given by
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shall denote MV . To describe this process, we need to introduce the wavefunctions ψV,λ

f,h,h̄
(z, r;M2

V ) which describe

the splitting of the vector meson with polarization λ into the dipole. In fact, to compute the vector-meson production
amplitude pictured in Fig.1, we need the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) overlap functions Φγ∗V

T =(Φγ∗V
+ +Φγ∗V

− )/2

and Φγ∗V
L =Φγ∗V

0 obtained through

Φγ∗V
λ (z, r;Q2,M2

V ) =
!

fhh̄

"

ψV,λ
f,h,h̄

(z, r;M2
V )

#∗

ψγ∗,λ
f,h,h̄

(z, r;Q2) . (1)

These functions depend on the meson wavefunctions ψV,λ
f,h,h̄

, and different models exist in the literature [15, 16, 17]. We

shall discuss two different choices later in this paper: the boosted Gaussian (BG) wavefunctions [15] and the light-cone
Gaussian (LCG) wavefunctions [17]. For completeness, we give explicit expressions for those overlap functions in
Appendix A.
If q denotes the transverse momentum transfered by the proton during the collision, the differential cross-section

with respect to t = −q2 reads

dσγ∗p→V p
T,L

dt
=

1

16π

"

1 + (β(V )
T,L)

2
#
$

$

$
Aγ∗p→V p

T,L

$

$

$

2
. (2)

In that expression, A refers to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude and is given by

Aγ∗p→V p
T,L =

%

d2x d2y

% 1

0
dz Φγ∗V

T,L (z,x−y;Q2,M2
V ) e

iq·y T (x,y;Y ) , (3)

where x and y are respectively the transverse positions of the quark and the antiquark forming the dipole. T (x,y;Y )
is the dipole-proton scattering amplitude and carries all the energy dependence via the rapidity Y which is now
obtained from the centre-of-mass energy W and the vector-meson mass MV using

Y = log

&

W 2 +Q2

M2
V +Q2

'

.

The prefactor 1 + β2 in (2) accounts for the contribution coming from the real part of the amplitude and can be
obtained using dispersion relations:

β(V )
T,L = tan

&

πλ

2

'

with λ =
∂ log(Aγ∗p→V p

T,L )

∂ log(1/x)
. (4)

It is convenient to consider the dipole-proton scattering amplitude as a function of r=x−y and b= zx+(1−z)y
and to introduce the following Fourier transform:

T̃ (r,q;Y ) =

%

d2b eiq·b T (r,b;Y ) . (5)

Indeed, as we shall discuss in the next section, this quantity features the geometric scaling property at non-zero
momentum transfer. The formula we shall use finally reads

dσγ∗p→V p
T,L

dt
=

1

16π

"

1 + (β(V )
T,L)

2
#

$

$

$

$

%

d2r

% 1

0
dz Φγ∗V

T,L (z, r;Q2,M2
V ) e

−izq·r T̃ (r,q;Y )

$

$

$

$

2

. (6)

Note that formula (6) can also be used to compute the DVCS cross-section σγ∗p→γp, provided one uses the vertex
for a real photon instead of a vector meson in (1). The overlap function between the incoming virtual photon and the
outgoing transversely-polarized real photon is now model-independent and given by

Φγ∗γ
T (z, r;Q2) =

!

fhh̄

"

ψγ∗,T
f,h,h̄

(z, r; 0)
#∗

ψγ∗,T
f,h,h̄

(z, r;Q2) . (7)

Vector meson wavefunction

Photon splitting wavefunction
Data?!
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FIG. 2: Fit results for the ρ (H1 [20]), φ (ZEUS [21]) and J/Ψ (ZEUS [22]) elastic cross-sections.

One sees that these combinations really improve the χ2 values (this is the case for all the three models under
study). In addition, the parameters c and B do not depend much on the choice of the wavefunction. Hence,
this represents a good global description of the data and shows that the confrontation of our model with the
experiments is successful.

• Comparing fits performed with our parametrisation (12) and the corresponding one with a t − independent
saturation scale and constant slope, one sees that the introduction of Qs(t) significantly improves the fit. This
significative result, which is consistent with theoretical expectations, opens the way for further experimental
test of the saturation regime of QCD with exclusive processes.

Compared to our prametrisation, the parametrisation with a t−independent saturation scale and with B(Q2) =
B + B′/(Q2 +M2

V ) shows χ
2 values lower in the φ-meson case but higher in the ρ- and J/Ψ-meson case. The

global χ2 is slightly higher than that of our QCD-inspired model, in which this effective behaviour in Q2 is
accounted for by t dependence of the saturation scale.

In all cases, we have used the BLB choice for the wavefunctions as it gives the best results. By doing this
we hope to minimise the impact of the wavefunctions in our discussion and focus on the description of the t
dependence of the scattering amplitude.

For better comparison with the other parametrisations, we have displayed in Figure 4 the curves corresponding
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FIG. 3: Fit results for the ρ (H1 [20]), φ (ZEUS [21]) and J/Ψ (ZEUS [22], H1 [23]) differential cross-section.

to the three parametrisations of Table I (our t-dependent parametrisation for the BLB wavefunctions together
with the two t-independent ones) for ρ-, φ- and J/Ψ-meson differential cross-sections for the lower and higher
available values of Q2.

• The plot on figure 3(c) deserves a special comment. The data are for the differential cross-section at t = 0,
therefore the corresponding theoretical curves only depend on the parametrisation of the forward scattering
amplitude, and on the choice for the φ-meson wavefuntion. We have observed a χ2 per point of 3.157 (resp.
1.625) for the BG (resp. LCG) wavefunction, suggesting again that the LCG wavefunction might be more
appropriate to study the φ meson production.

• From the value of the parameter c=4 GeV−2 obtained in our approach, we can say that the saturation scale
starts to increase with momentum transfer when t ! c−1=0.25 GeV2. It is interesting that this scale lies within
the range of accessible data meaning that we can get insight on the dynamics of saturation by looking at the
present HERA data.



CONCLUSIONS

• In this paper, the usual prescription for GS in vector meson
production was extended for processes with non-zero momentum
transfer.

• This was done with the use of the BK GS properties with the use of
the color dipole model.

• Two new parameters have been produced with this generalisation
and they were fit to data.

• Data was then described well for both total and differential cross
sections.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

No matter what, don’t lose hope. We are all bombastic.

- Dan Nekonečný
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